Designer Collection Tub Options -

Whirlpool Jets

Accessories for Whirlpools

Whirlpool Jets - MTI whirlpool baths are available with several different jet types. Each is
described below. Custom jet placement and the addition of extra jets are also possible.
Point-Massage Jet

The high-flow point-massage jet is the standard jet included in MTI Designer Collection whirlpool
packages. These high performance jets provide a straight and comfortable flow of water and are
strategically placed to provide a targeted flow of water to the stress points on the body. The jet is
opened by rotating the jet nozzle, and closed by turning it in the opposite direction. Additionally,
the flow rate is adjustable between fully open and fully closed. Further adjustment of the
pressure can be made by using the air volume control. By opening the air volume control, more
air is introduced into the jetted water for a “deeper” massage. Turn the air volume control down,
and feel only jetted water for a softer massage. Extra point-massage jets may be added to many Point-Massage Jet
tubs. Please inquire when placing your order for more details on custom jet placement options.
Extra Point Massage Jet (EJ) $270

Rotary Jet

The rotary jet offers a softer, pulsating hydrotherapy massage. The jet features two
openings and uses a spinning action while operating.
A rotary jet may be substituted for a point-massage jet at no extra charge (up to 2 per tub max.)
Extra rotary jets may also be added to whirlpool systems.
NOTE: rotary jets cannot be used with MTI"s Fill Flush® or Simple Touch® cleaning systems.

Rotary Jet

Micro-Jet

Micro-jets provide pinpointed hydrotherapy, typically to the back or neck. To adjust or shut off
the micro-jets’ water flow, turn the volume control diverter valve.
Micro-jets are included in many Designer Series Ultra-Therapy Packages.
Additional micro-jet packages are available as a set of 2 or 4 micro-jets, with or without a
pump upgrade. A set of 6 micro-jets with a separate 1 bhp pump may be added to most MTI
whirlpools. See micro-jet options below.

Micro-jet

Please inquire when placing your order for more details on micro-jet placement options.
NOTE: When adding micro-jets to a tub that has a steeper backrest and narrower tub deck flange,
such as certain Andrea Series models, additional space may be required to accommodate plumbing
and / or pump. (Plumbing and / or pump may extend beyond tub deck). Call MTI for details.

Prices below include cover trim and volume control diverter.
Set of 2 using existing whirlpool pump.

Set of 4 using existing whirlpool pump.

Color Matched (CLJT2) $345

Color Matched (CLJT4NP) $690

Brushed Nickel (CLJT2BN) $405

Brushed Nickel (CLJT4BNNP) $805

Chrome (CLJT2C) $380

Special Finish* (CLJT2SF) $625

Set of 4 with a 3 bhp pump upgrade.

Chrome (CLJT4CNP) $755

Special Finish* (CLJT4SFNP) $1,250
Set of 6 with an additional 1 bhp pump.

Color Matched (CLJT4) $905

Color Matched (CLJT6) $1,515

Brushed Nickel (CLJT4BN) $1,045

Brushed Nickel (CLJT6BN) $1,750

Chrome (CLJT4C) $980

Special Finish* (CLJT4SF) $1,580

Chrome (CLJT6C) $1,680

Special Finish* (CLJT6SF) $2,575

NOTE: If a 2-bhp pump is already included in the package you are ordering, a 3 bhp pump upgrade (PUMP3 / $245)
may be required in order to accommodate the additional micro-jets.
*Allow 2-4 weeks lead time for Special Finishes.
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